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The purpose of this thesis is to propose and demonstrate a new negotiation and
argumentation medium. This medium will take advantage of the latest in web technologies
while conducting a detailed analysis and design of a prototype web based decision support
system to support on-line argumentation, claims, and team decisions. The information
obtained from the application will be stored in an ODBC database, to be used as part of the
organizational memory. Organization memory will significantly enhance an organizations
ability to utilize historical data in conjunction with current decision making requirements.
The findings in this study strongly support the strengths of the action-resource based
argumentation system (ARBAS) model and indicate that future research and application
development would significantly advance the fields of web-based negotiation and
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A. AREA OF RESEARCH
The purpose of this thesis is to propose and demonstrate a new negotiation and
argumentation medium. This medium will take advantage of the latest in web technologies
while conducting a detailed analysis and design of a prototype web based decision support
system to support on-line argumentation, claims, and team decisions. The information
obtained from the application will be stored in an ODBC database, to be used as part of the
organizational memory.
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
• What are issues related to supporting organizational memory?
• What are design considerations to support organizational memory?
• How can argumentation and claims be supported in a computerized
environment?
• What technologies are available to support web based organizational repository?
•
•
What is the relationship between technologies and how do they best support
web based DSS applications?
How does a hybrid information architecture better support DSS application
design as it relates to RAD?
• What technologies are best suited for data warehousing, interface design, and
reports as they are related to building an organizational memory support system.
C. BENEFITS OF STUDY
Early research in the fields of DSS to support organizational memory area has
shown positive feedback. This benefit is somewhat limited due to the lack of integrated
technologies to deliver the capability to the users. It is expected that the system will
provide enhanced functionality that will ultimately increase the organization's ability to
utilize historical data in an effective DSS for decision-makers today.
D. METHODOLOGY
To identify the required elements for the design and development of a web-centric
negotiation and argumentation decision support system, we conducted a literature survey
and analysis of existing web technologies. We explored various web-based technologies for
rapid application development (RAD) capability. We preformed a comparison of the most
advanced middleware products to determine which tool would best support the ARBAS-
IOM (Action Resource Based Argumentation - Internet Organizational Memory) Web
based prototype application.
To determine the feasibility of implementing an on-line Internet based negotiation
application, we used the ARBAS model to develop a prototype. Allaire Cold Fusion was
used as middleware software and Microsoft Access '97 was used as the relational database.
ARBAS is a theoretical argumentation and negotiation language created by Dr. Tung X.
Bui of the Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California.
In order to test the validity and utility of the prototype application, we conducted
several iterations of tests and surveys with local students.
E. RESEARCH OUTPUT
A working prototype of the Internet based ARBAS-IOM application was created.
The prototype is available for viewing at [http://www.cimnet.nps.navy.mil/Thesis].
F. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
Chapter II discusses the history of computer supported group decision making,
negotiation and argumentation. Chapter II explores the most current programs that are
available for developing negotiations and decision making applications. This chapter will
also discuss ARBAS, a language for supporting action-resource-based argumentation.
System analysis and design procedures for the development and implementation of
the prototype application are discussed in Chapter III. The underlying framework for the
application development was supported by the ARBAS model discussed in Chapter II.
Chapter IV discusses the operating procedures for the ARBAS-IOM application.
This chapter includes a description of:
• Internet Organizational Memory (IOM) application.
• Procedures for accessing the IOM application.
Chapter V concludes the study by summarizing the research, providing




This purpose of this chapter is to describe the process of decision making,
negotiation, and argumentation in the corporate environment. It also lays down the basis
for generating corporate knowledge and organizational memory to aid in decision making.
The Action-Resource Based Argumentation model and language is described in "ARBAS:
A Formal Language to support Argumentation in Network-Based Organizations." (Bui,
1997) Feasibility is analyzed, as well as the costs associated with development and
implementation of a decision making process using web based technologies.
B. COMPUTER SUPPORT FOR GROUP DECISION MAKING,
NEGOTIATION, AND ARGUMENTATION
Decision making in the workforce can be a tedious process. Decisions are made
with or without corporate knowledge. Corporate knowledge, otherwise known as
organizational memory, is internally generated information (Ehrlich, 1994). Walsh and
Ungson define organizational memory as " a construct that is composed of the structure of
its information retention facility, the information contained in it, the process of information
acquisition and retrieval, and its consequential effects." It is divided into two categories:
"archival" which is information that will not change, such as manuals, product literature,
financial reports, and presentations. The other information is "on-going", which describes
things that change with time, such as business processes, budgets, discussion databases, and
artifacts (Ehrlich, 1990). When corporate knowledge is unavailable, the decision-maker
uses educational knowledge, experiential knowledge, or just plain gut instinct. Sometime
that internal instinct or "SWAG" is not enough to make a well-informed decision. Most
decision-makers have some corporate knowledge to make a lot of the decisions but not the
depth needed for the process to be done correctly. Use of advanced information
technologies leads to increased information accessibility, and this increase leads to
improvements in decision making by creating more timely, comprehensive, and accurate
organizational intelligence. Some decisions should be made on a group basis versus
individual basis. When groups are involved varying degrees of corporate knowledge and
expertise can be brought to the table. Group discussions can be limiting. Geography as well
as personality can limit good decision making processes. This discussion will focus more
on the geographical limitations than the personality limitations.
Geographical limitations revolve around the fact that the key players can not sit
face-to-face around the same table and discuss the situation and come up with a solution to
the problem. Other methods must be used since VTC's and conference calls may not be
available. Web based applications lend themselves to distributed decision making. Use of
advanced information technologies lead to increase in information accessibility, which leads
to improvements in effectiveness of intelligence development and decision making.
Whether it entails a company Intranet or the Internet groups of people can work together to
solve a problem. Organizational memory accumulates over time and becomes valuable for
informing new or distant employees and for enabling managers to make decisions based on
past experience and knowledge (Ehrlich, 1 994). The burden of the decision remains with
one person but he can pool the knowledge and experience of others to make good decisions.
Corporate knowledge can contribute to the process in many other ways. When a
group or individual makes decisions, those decisions and the processes are not very well
documented. When a decision is reviewed at a later time, the process cannot be reviewed at
the same time as the decision to help understand why a certain conclusion was drawn and a
decision was made. Even if the decision-maker and or his staff are available, they may not
remember all of the facts. Information technology has enabled businesses to generate and
retain information (Ackerman, 1996). With this same Web Centric process corporate
knowledge and process documentation can be generated from the beginning of the decision
process all the way to completion. The goal-driven nature of organizations suggests than an
organizational memory mechanism that is immediately tied to the on-going processes and
considerations of the organization will be most important and useful to that organization
(Ackerman, 1996). Web centric technologies allow users to conduct business and store that
business in a database simultaneously. If an organization learns, then the results should be
available for future use. The information stored in the database becomes organizational
memory and is searchable. This data then can be used to understand past decisions as well
as reference a past precedence to come up with an informed decision.
Gregory Kersten and David Cray at The Center for Computer assisted Management
at Carelton University developed two negotiation applications called INSPIRE and INSS.
INSPIRE is a web based negotiation support system. It contains a facility for specification
of preferences and assessment of offers, an internal messaging system, graphical displays of
the negotiation's progress, and other capabilities (Cray, 1994). INSS is very similar in its
application. Both systems follow a sound approach to negotiation that has been proposed
by experts and are the cornerstone of negotiation analysis. Cray and Kersten state that the
three steps in negotiation are: preparation, the conduct of the negotiation, and post-
agreement (decision).
Preparation for the negotiation is the time during which the user studies the
situation, identifies the stakeholders, and develops a very clear understanding of the issues
and interests involved. To help the user do this step, INSPIRE and INSS provide the user
with a detailed description of the negotiation case and then guides the user through a
sequence of pages on which he tells the system how important each issue and each
alternative is. This step is also called preference elicitation. The information so obtained is
used by both applications in the next step to give the user helpful feedback when
constructing new offers or evaluating the counterpart's offers.
The actual conduct of the negotiation during which the user and his counterpart
exchange a series of messages and offers, creating a suitable atmosphere for the negotiation,
presenting the user's side of the case, and bargaining until the user reach an agreement.
INSPIRE and INSS provide the user menus by which he can construct offers, and boxes for
messages. Both applications further support the user by displaying a rating (score) beside
each offer based on his preference information from the first step, and by plotting a graph of
the history of both sides of the negotiation (entirely from the user's perspective).
The post-settlement period during which the user has the option of renegotiating an
agreement that he has already reached. Based on the preference information provided by
both the user and his counterpart, INSPIRE and INSS determine whether the agreement the
user has reached is an "optimal" one in the sense that neither of the users can improve it
without loss to the other side. (This is also known as a "nondominated" or "Pareto-optimal"
agreement.) If INSPIRE and INSS can suggest better alternatives than the one the users
have agreed upon, they are shown some of the possibilities and given the option of
continuing the negotiation until they reach another agreement.
These applications and ARBAS-IOM are similar to decision support systems (DSS)
except for the fact with ARBAS-IOM the assigned actors are making recommendations to
solve a problem rather that a computer. After a problem is realized a member in the
organization initiates a thread to begin solving the problem. He identifies the other
personnel he wants to assist in the decision making process and they solve the issues at
hand. ARBAS-IOM still allows for group discussion and individual opinions to assist the
decision-maker decide on an appropriate solution. With a DSS the person trying to decide
on an issue inputs information into an application and the computer lists alternatives to
solve the problem. The person then chooses which alternative to use. The issue becomes
how to stimulate objective discussion in problem solving and store the results for future use
and analysis.
C. ARBAS: A FORMAL LANGUAGE TO SUPPORT ARGUMENTATION IN
NETWORK-BASED ORGANIZATIONS
1. Introduction
Communication among team members has been widely recognized as a critical
ingredient for effective organizational decision making and a way to alleviate coordination
problems. In this sense, teamwork can be viewed as the conveyance of commitments
between members to perform a task (Davis, 1983; Koo, 1988). Organizational members
generate and exchange ideas, examine their validity and feasibility, assess their
consequences, agree on a final action to be taken, and coordinate activities to implement the
action. However, effective communication is difficult to achieve, while poor
communication can obstruct team performance (e.g. Hackman, 1975). Another difficulty
inherent to effective teamwork and communication is the lack of corporate knowledge that
is crucial to support problem definition, problem analysis, argumentation and claims. In
particular, when teamwork is driven by highly dynamic and often emotional negotiation,
arguments are often convoluted, vague or incomplete, leading to less than optimal action
outcomes.
This section proposes a formal language to support argumentation, decision-making
and to preserve the argumentation process as organizational memory. First this thesis
presents argumentation as a basis for organizational decision-making. Next, the rationale
and principles of an action-resource based argumentation language are formally presented.
Then the ARBAS formalism is described followed by an explanation of a computerized
version in "A Computerized Version of ARBAS-IOM". Next, the use of the language is
demonstrated with a case study based on the U.S.-Canada Softwood Lumber Dispute".
Finally, the major contribution of this thesis work with respect to related research is
presented.
2. Argumentation as a Basis for Organizational Decision Making
The literature on organizational decision making is unanimous in recognizing that a
successful meeting is one that encourages divergence and radical thinking to ensure that all
the possible alternatives are explored to enhance the chance of converging to the best
solution. This search for a common solution is often the result of a continuous exchange of
arguments and counter-arguments between participants (Axelrod, 1977; Hiltz, 1978,
Sawyer, 1965). According to Flores et al. (for example, see discussion Chang, 1994; Lee,
1990), communication can be broken down into four primitive acts: opening (i.e.,
suggesting an action items), negotiating, performing, and assessing. This approach has been
illustrated in a general business context by to supplement tradition workflow analysis with
accountabilities of involved parties. To help promote the exploration and discussion of
ideas, Toulmin et al. suggest the use of an argumentation language as a structured means to
convey arguments, reasons, evidence, or assumptions. Perhaps the best known form of
information exchange and reasoning is Hegel" s dialectical language in which the thesis is
challenged by the antithesis until a synthesis is found. This synthesis would capture and
integrate all the critical actions that emanate during discussion. The term argumentation
refers to the act of making claims, backing them up with supporting evidence or reasoning,
criticizing or challenging those reasons (Ballmer, 1981). Ramesh and Whinston provide a
comprehensive survey on work subsequent to Toulmin's.
For the purposes of this research, an argument is typically composed of assumptions
supported by fact(s) or reasoning from which conclusions are derived. Assumptions and
reasoning are backed by established experience or underlying knowledge. In a highly
dynamic and often emotional decision making situation, arguments are often convoluted,
vague or incomplete. When an argument or a decision is vague, significant costs could be
incurred by the additional effort required to ascertain the true meanings of the language or
to reduce the risks of misinterpreting that language (e.g., Haramundanis, 1992 ). Therefore,
a concise and structured language might be desirable to promote reasoning, while
controlling emotions (e.g., Ballmer, 1981; Bui, 1994; Thomas, 1992).
Furthermore, a structured language supporting argumentation is expected to force
parties to explicitly reveal underlying differences in opinions. An example of a simple
argument structure is proposed by Toulmin. The argument structure consists of three
elements: a claim that is used to express an opinion or assumption; data that support the
claim; and a warrant that justifies the logical relation between the claim and its supporting
data. Binbasioglu and Jarke use the construct opinion. According to the dictionary Webster,
the word opinion connotes, however, a loosely reasoned, ill-structured conclusion thought
out yet open to dispute. Chang and Woo propose another example of argument structure. In
their protocol, a sentence is composed of two components: a function that is a category of
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speech-act; and a content that represents the domain knowledge used for the argument.
According to Ramesh and Whinston, argumentation centers on positions, and a challenged
argument requires appropriate defense and response from the individuals asserting the
position.
Finally, the argumentation language should also be able to apprehend the evolution
of problem representations over time, where the actions and the accompanying justifications
of the stakeholders are to be explicitly represented; hidden agenda can interfere with
reaching consensus.
3. An Operational View of Modeling Argumentation
a. An Action-Resource Approach to Problem Representation and
Problem Solving
A decision problem can be seen as one that requires the decision maker to
identify what actions to take and what resources are affected by these actions, given the
restrictions (constraints) of the problem at hand. Actions necessary for solving a defined
problem and the resources involved relate to each other as follows: Resources are generated
or consumed as a result of actions taken, or conversely, actions require input resources
and/or generate output resources.
We define the action and the resources which are input to the action and/or
resources generated as output of the action as a unit and refer to that unit as an activity. In
general, the activity is composed of an action which may take many resources as input
and/or may generate many output resources. For representation purposes, the activity






The activity triplet can be viewed as a "primitive" process component. An activity-triplet
can represent a portfolio of more than one primitive action. It is important to relate
resources to actions under argumentation, on which positions are taken. Although there are
quite a variety of possible ways to link resources to actions, probing the impacts of a
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proposed action on resources increases decision makers" awareness of the relevancy of that
action. More important, the irrelevancy of certain alternate actions, the idea of which
appears appealing yet may turn out to be infeasible (Bui, 1995).
b. Decision Making Dynamics, Problem Evolution and Traceability
An activity can lead to another activity, thus supporting complex problem
definitions and re-definitions (Bui, 1995). Borchardt suggests that new alternatives can be
generated analyzing challenged propositions in terms of benefits and burdens, issues and
interests: Who is to be benefited or burdened? What are to be the benefits or burdens? When
are they to begin and terminate? Where are they to be in effect? How - organizationally and
procedurally - are they to be effected? Why is enactment of the proposal in the
organization's interest? Sebenius argues that evaluating current alternatives in the search for
new ones helps set the limits of negotiation. Any new proposed action should not be
convoluted, but rather should be convincing enough to gain acceptance from others. In this
detailed search for alternate solutions with strong focus on evaluation, chances for
concession/convergence are increased (Zartman, 1982).
The action-resource representation supports evolution of problem
representation by chaining the activity triplets over time. The chained representation
documents the dynamics of activities (or decision processes) during the course of
negotiation. As the problem evolves, new (proposed) activities emerge to replace the old
ones, and exchanged views on the activities give rise to new ones. In other words, the
outcome of an activity can lead to another one, or a new activity can be introduced by the
negotiators to reflect their (new) objectives and constraints.
Thus, the dynamics of decision making can be traced by navigating through
the chain of activities that occurred during the project development process. Involved
parties could navigate along the action chain and search for new solutions, until an action-
resource triplet satisfies all parties.
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c. Toward a Formal and Operable Language for Dialectic and
Evolutive Argumentation
We use the word argumentation in a broad context as a means for
communication, discussion, evaluation, proposition and decision. Keough and Lake note
that arguments, as a discourse for negotiation, serve a distinctive instrumental function in
that they are used for persuasion, information exchange, issue definition, and consensus
seeking. The structuring of such a discourse can be represented as a "v/ew" to support
argumentation. We advocate the use of the word "vz'ew" as a general frame to include
opinion, sentiment, belief, conviction and persuasion where individuals are able to
substantiate their views by relating them to the relevant action. We adopt the theoretical
framework proposed by Jackson and Jacobs. They posit the use of arguments as a
conversational mode to support collaborative activities. An argument is not just a
monologic process in which the "speaker" merely provides some reasons for his claims.
Rather, it emerges when a proposed action is regarded as undesirable and further
conversations and propositions are required.
Syntactically, a view can be in the form of opposition, agreement or no-
opinion (or neutrality). Justification can be supportive or contradictory, and would relate the
view to goals, constraints, facts or assumptions. Conversely, an assumption has the potential
to be factual, but there is a certain amount of doubt (i.e., problematic fact). There is always a
chance of switching back and forth between the class of assumptions and that of facts.
When a challenged assumption cannot be defended, the problem components based on that
assumption also lose support, and the problem structure is to be modified accordingly
(McAllester, 1982)
4. ARBAS - A Language for Supporting Action-Resource Based
Argumentation
We define a language to support argumentation with the following grammatical
specifications: The lexicon seeks to provide a vocabulary for the argumentation discourse.
Based on the lexicon specified, a syntax must be defined to derive a compound morphology
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of the argument. This refers to the grammar that deals with combinations of simple words.
While the grammar looks at the correctness of the sentences, semantic constraints are used
to impose a decision-making structure to the argumentation process. The following
describes ARBAS formalism.
• Lexicography: An argument can be composed of a small lexicon uniquely
composed of words that are necessary for an activity-resource-based discussion.
We adopt a limited set of vocabulary to avoid convoluted arguments which seek
to represent the negotiator's ultimate position.
Given an action to be jointly accomplished {Action Name) and resources to
be used in accomplishing it {Resource Name), each of the team members
{ViewjDwner) expresses his position {View Position) with personal inflection
{View Intonation). The position is justified by a discourse {View Justification)
with arguments on the possible impacts of the action being discussed on the
resources {Resource Name; Resource Type). Discussion on the driven
resources is implicitly related to the objectives of the task at hand, and explicitly
on the amount of resources required for the tasks (Resource Quantity,
Resource Limit).
• Syntax: An argument can be composed by following a simple set of rules:
By combining words, a "view" can be derived.
When "a decision maker expresses his/her view on the resource(s) related to the
task at hand", a "View_On_resource " can be defined as follows:
VOn-Resource(Z,RN,RT,RL)
In the same manner, a "View_On_Action" can be composed to describe the
situation in which "an owner, with his/her resource in mind, propose an action at
time t":
VOn-Action(VOn-Resource,A,T)
The position on the view and its intonation (i.e., inflectional morphology) can
be interpreted using the words I and P: Vpos ition(VOn-Action,I>P)
A recommended action ("Whatmove ") can be specified using the constructs M
and J which suggests an appropriate activity:
VWhat-move(VPosition,M,J)
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ViewOwner: Z = {z | z is a name of the team member}
ActivityTriplet: A= {RN.RT | X | RN\RT'}
ActionObject: O = {o | o is an object used to describe the action}
ActionName: X = {x(o) | x is a name of the action}
ResourceName: RN = { rn | m is a resource name}
ResourceType: RT= {Input, Output}
Resource Limit: RL = { r,l | r > 0; 1 is a resource limit {upper, lower}
}
Viewlntonation: I = {Sentiment, Opinion, Belief, Conviction, Persuasion}
View Position: P = {Support, Oppose, Don't Care}
ViewJustification: J = { n | n is a freeformatargumentation based on goals, constraints, facts or
assumptions}
Proposed Move: M = {Drop, Implement, Modify, Other}
TimeStamp: T = {t
1
1 is a time stamp that covers all activities that occur between the start and the
end of the process}
Figure 1 . The Lexicon Notation
Semantic Constraints: Constraints can be formulated to provide a minimum of
semantic correctness to the argumentation language:
Argumentation Logic: This constraint implies that a position, P, should be




where S is a constraint to validate the logic of argumentation, and S e (P®M);
m* is a wild card. This logic also represents a transition for creating a new
action when m={Modify, Other}.
Operative Constraints: A simple transition rule can be defined to assure
argumentation continuity. A new action, x, at time t+1 will be proposed when,
at timet, st eS':
3 xt+1, g X, st eS' = {(p,m)|(Support,Modify),
(Oppose, Modify),(Oppose,Other)}
Argumentation and generation of a new action x triggered by a move, m, could
theoretically perpetuate with no convergence in sight. An operative constraint
can be imposed by setting a time limit to terminate argumentation:
3V(t),t<f
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where t'eT, t' is a time threshold.
Another termination can be set based on the maximum number ofactions:
3 X, 8(X) < C'
where 5 is a cardinality function about a set, and c' is an action threshold
expressed as a positive integer.
The third type of termination, and indeed, the most desirable operative
constraint, is defined by a consensus threshold. The threshold, s\ is a value with
which members feel satisfied.
3 X' e X, V(z,x',p,i),
when Z (p,i)z > s' is met for V z e Z.
The constraints described above are only illustrations of the use of the language for the
organization to develop a context-sensitive argumentative reasoning and problem-solving
formalism. New constraints can be formulated to satisfy the argumentation process and
problem solving needs of a particular organizational situation.
5. A Computerized Version ofARBAS
a. ARBAS-IOMSystems Functionality
ARBAS-IOM provides a distributed platform that allows team workers to
participate in a problem-solving setting without having to be physically present at a
conference table. Temporal integration is assured with interactive queries searching for
information about past negotiations. Involved members can navigate seamlessly through
threaded discussions. As an organizational repository, it provides historical information
regarding the decisions and discussions of the organization. The ability to search past
history helps the negotiators gain a better understanding about the past decisions made in
the organization. It also helps the decision-makers by providing new ideas and insights to
make better decisions in the present based on information from the past
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b. Implementation
A prototype of ARBAS-IOM has been implemented on a Microsoft
Windows 95, Website Pro as the web server. Cold Fusion as the browser-database interface,
and Microsoft Access 97. At any point in time, participants to an argumentation session
can announce a new problem, generate propositions, specify their preferences, formulate
arguments and interact with others. A process ends when one of the following conditions is
met:
• Consensus is found.
• Agreement is reached by vote.
• Allowed time has elapsed.
6. An Example The U.S.-Canada Softwood Lumber Dispute
We use a well-documented case study described in Fang et al. and show how
ARBAS-IOM could have been used to support and represent the dispute and its resolution.
For the sake of clarity, the case study is briefly reproduced below.
The US-Canada dispute over the import of softwood to the United States started in
May 1986 and ended December 30, 1986. In 1986, the U.S. lumber industry suffered a
significant decline in the softwood lumber market. Meanwhile, Canadian wood cutters had
been able to export US$2 billion/year of softwood lumber to the United States. The U.S.
wood cutters argued that the reason that Canada enjoyed 30% of their market was due to the
fact that the Canadian lumber industry benefited from low stumpage fees. In May 1 9, 1 986,
they formed the American Coalition for Fair Trade (CFT) and formally petitioned the U.S.
Government (Department of Commerce) and the U.S. International Trade Commission
(ITC) to rule on a charge of injury against alleged subsidized softwood lumber imports.
CFT requested a duty of 27% on Canadian imports to offset the effect of alleged unfair
trade.
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Based on its own investigation, ITC concluded on June 26, 1986 that softwood
lumber imports from Canada were harming the American lumber industry. Subsequently,
the U.S. Department of Commerce decided to impose a 15% import duty effective January
1, 1987. A few days after the U.S. import duty decision, the Canada coalition — composed
of various federal agencies — provincial officials and lumber firms reunited to counter the
U.S. decision. A number of actions were considered to include: campaign to protest against
the U.S. ruling, voluntary restrictions on softwood export to the U.S. or increase stumpage
fees to invalid CFT's petition. As a result of lengthy argumentation between various
Canadian stakeholders, Canada decided on December 30, 1986 to raise the stumpage fee.
The decision was justified by the fact that (i) there was no way to challenge the ITC
decisions, and (ii) if the price of Canadian softwood lumber has to be raised by tax, it is the
Canadian interest to raise its own tax. This Canadian decision, just a day before the U.S. tax
would take effect, caused the CFT to withdraw its petition.
The problem is entered in ARBAS-IOM by an individual defining a new problem
(which involves actors: notional Ministers of Finance, Commerce, and Foreign Affairs
from Canada; triggering events; initial positions of the declaring party, and his propositions
and arguments).
Figure 2 shows the user's screen after he has successfully logged into the ARBAS-
IOM system. He sees any threads he has initiated as well as the number of threads that have
been input for each problem. The user then chooses the thread he is interested in and
responds to the thread based upon the problem, potential solutions and other actor's input.
The next view will show the other actor's responses along with the initial thread.
Figure 3 shows a detailed view of the threads that have been added by all the actors.
After reading the responses he is interested in the user can then add his own response to the
problem. The user then chooses a position based on his views of the situation. He submits
his solution along with what should be done, modify, drop, or leave unchanged.
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Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate how ARBAS-IOM could be used as a tool for
organizational memory. The query searches for all the problems in which either Canada or
CFT has been involved so far. As seen on the folders of the query window, search can be
performed in using the following search keys: "keyword, subject or problem description,
actors or involved parties.
mm&B
Actfexv-FtMourc* B*e*d Aj-pumontttion
Internet B*8cd Orj}a nizational Ucmory
Welcome Tung,
The threads below have been either generated by you or others have identified
you as a participant in an on-line discussion. If you generated a threaded
discussion, a QQuiuQSS will be displayed in the "Terminate" field of the table
When you have finished a discussion, simply select the image and complete
the subsequent form.
Terminate Thread Name Messages Last Message
BJTtTtTWH Proposed Actions Against U.S. Government 1 02:30 PM, 29-Oct-97
Is OrsanizalionaJ Memory Useful 1 08:25 AM, 16-Oct-97
Create New Thread jOuerv Organizational Memory Home
Figure 2. Main User Interface
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Proposed Actions Against U.S. Government
Messages pawed to thread:
•eight




From: Wright SuliJ.-t I : RE: Proposed Actions Against U Date: 29-Ocl-97
View Type: View Politico: Oppose Proposed Move: Implement
Problem:
Proposed Solution: 1 would select iiem 3. to raise the stinunpge fee. It would be in our own best interest
to do this as we could make more money- Alto, there is no reason to upset the Americans in mis manner
From: Bui Subject: Proposed Actions Against U.S. Date: 29-Oct-97
View Type: Opinion View Position: Proposed Move:
Problem: U.S. government has proposed a tarriffagainst Canadain lumber imports. What should be the
Canadians governments reaction to this proposed economical threat to our lumber industry.
Proponed Sohiiioa: Due to the proposed tarrifl" against Canadian lumber imports in to the continental
U.S.. I proposed three actions. 1. Campaign to protest the U.S. ruling 2. Volentary restrictions on
softwood export to the U.S. 3. lncreas stumpage to invalidate CFPs petition
From: Vickers Subject: RE: Proposed Actions Against U Dirt*: 29-Oct-97
View Type: View Position: Support Proposed Move: Modify
Problem:
Proposed Solution: We need to impose our own tarif against another product, ie automobiles.
From: Domian Subject : RE: Proposed Actions Against U Date: 29-Oct-97
Mew Type: View Position: Support Proposed Move: Implement
Problem:
Proposed Solution: Especially bullet 3 Increasing the stumpage tee. If this fee goes up and negates the
use of the tariff, then the money goes to our pockets as opposed to the tariffwhich comes from our
pockets and goes into Use US govt
Reply to Tliread
From: Bui
r Sentiment f Opinion <~ Belief r Conviction <~ Persuasion





r SupP°rt r °W>0St r Don'1 Cart
Proposed
Move:
Drop f* implement f* Modify <~ Other
Proposed
Snlulirtn:
Figure 3. Thread Discussion and Response
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Acttar>-«n»<iurc» tsai»d Argum»flUOoo
tKM'iwt tfmtd Cj-jsn>jtional Memory
SEARCH RgSUUS
;Pu2t*»<i Initiator Subj«ct Fm.il Decxaiori Just ifi^Tiit ion
1997-10-29 U:3G:2« Bui ^ropoF^d Acti ©tie Acainc" to r.5:se th* Fttaw.pa.qe f C"0 I . There is no way
Figure 4. User Query
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Figure 5. User Detailed Query Results
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7. AREAS: Related Work and Contributions
Toulmin's argumentation structuring approach has been the inspiration for many
recent formal systems which attempt to promote opinion exchange and joint decision
making. Similar to our design objective, the systems cited above assume that agents have
individual and common goals. Decision-makers are encouraged to interact according to
well-defined communication protocols. Opinions and ideas are solicited, consolidated, and
supported by facts and arguments, so that counter-productive, rhetorical or circular
arguments are progressively eliminated, and a central and collectively agreeable issue
eventually emerges. Conversely, ARBAS as a formal language is context-independent.
Also, the representation languages of the cited systems are not powerful and flexible
enough to capture the dynamics of negotiation. The dialogue management is not sufficient
to guide participants to take actions (either pro-actively or reactively) and does not provide
a framework for stakeholders to quickly estimate the impacts of proposed activities.
Most existing systems act as a representation or snapshot of the situation, thus
lacking the ability to time the sequences of activities. Our representation language allows
involved parties to trace back and forth various routes, thus allowing simulation, search for
new alternatives, and backtracking.
From an operational viewpoint, ARBAS provides a number of unique contributions:
• Negotiation support: Negotiation can be costly and counterproductive if poorly
handled. Organization effectiveness can be seriously compromised if
teamworkers hide their disagreement and avoid confrontation. Supporting
explicit negotiation task with a very simple yet powerful language to express
user opinion effectively addresses this issue. ARBAS provides an innovative
way of negotiating. Parties negotiate by taking into account the most essential
viewpoint: the input and output resources that are linked to the proposed action.
• Coordination: As ARBAS is task-oriented, it facilitates coordination among
co-workers. An opinion expressed by a member on a given action is a
commitment, as the member is fully aware of the implications of his
commitment for his resources.
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• Support for asynchronous working mode: Problems related to the availability
of people for face-to-face meetings are well-documented. ARBAS lets people
organize their professional interaction at their own convenience. Operative
constraints supply a means for imposing possible delays. For example, a
member fails to return his input by the deadline at the end of the delay, other
participants could assume that he/she does not care. ARBAS works as a way to
synchronize the entire project without increasing project management workload.
• Documentation as a means to preserve corporate memory: Documenting all
activities of an organization during its lifetime is indeed a costly and tedious
task. To allow decision-maker to focus on solving a task at hand, a secretary is
usually assigned to take notes manually and to produce minutes of the meetings.
The quality of the documentation (e.g. minutes of meetings) depends on the
skills of the note taker. ARBAS provides an automated and structured means to
record the discussion. The information can be retrieved by using Action to trace
the past decisions and their rationale.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an argumentation language as a conversational medium
for members of a networked organization. The language is designed as a formal means that
can be used to promote communication, organizational decision making and be used as a
computerized organizational repository. The decision making process can be viewed as the
identification of appropriate actions and resources, deliberation of organizational goals, and
acknowledgment of constraints which might impede the consideration of certain actions.
A decision problem can be seen as one which requires the team members to decide
what action to take and to identify what resources affected by this action. From a
communication angle, we view decision makers ' interaction as a series of propositions and
counter-propositions of different tasks related to the software development project.
Proposals and counter-proposals represent binding actions in which members are aware of
the consequences of the proposed actions in terms of effort required to achieve the tasks and
the benefits. We further regard team interaction as an iterative problem-solving process in
which the task at hand is continuously defined and re-defined until a satisfactory solution is
found. When an activity is planned, agents can question/oppose its existence, support its
implementation, request modification, or suggest alternative activities. Satisfaction among
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members implies that expected results (goals) as well as resources required to achieve the
task are agreeable to all. In this context, we use the word argumentation to depict
communication, discussion, evaluation, proposition and decision.
We propose ARBAS as a structuring language that incorporates an argumentation
scheme to present ideas that would likely stimulate focused discussions among the decision-
makers. We argue that using an action-resource approach, workers are forced to defend their
interests and take actions, by making clear their views regarding a (binding) action or move.
The explicit representation of the relationships among the problem components also makes
it possible to identify situations of likely conflicts when more than one party wants to share
the same resources or wants to set their desired levels. As such, the proposed approach
could be used as an effective means for promoting collaborative work. Since the proposed
approach imposes structure on the discourse of views, it can also be employed when
consolidating individual views into a group's view (using a brainstorming technique for
example).
C. CURRENT TRENDS IN DECISION MAKING AND NEGOTIATION
1. Feasibility
Part of the development of an application is the determining the feasibility of such
an application. The purpose of a feasibility study is to investigate and assess the degree of
risk associated with developing and using a negotiation system. Three types of feasibility
are: Technical Feasibility - can the proposed system be implemented with the currently
available hardware and software; Economic Feasibility - whether the proposed benefits of
the solution outweigh the costs of the application; and Operational Feasibility - is the
proposed solution desirable within the current managerial framework of the organization.
Technically, a web centric decision making/discussion application that can store this
corporate knowledge is very feasible. Information technology has enabled organizations to
generate and store enormous amounts of organizational information (Ackerman, 1996).
With the emergence of the World Wide Web and its off shoot technologies, distributed
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decision making is quite possible. There is no need for huge main frames with large
databases since the personal computer has become so powerful. Network technologies have
emerged as the forefront of distributed processing applications allowing users to
communicate via the Internet, an Intranet, and/or an Extranet. The only technical challenge
to such applications is the capturing of non-written discussion and information. Informal
negotiations at times are done in a non-business atmosphere such as the golf course,
luncheons, and telephone conversations, as well as, formally via VTC's, conferences, and
meetings. How do organizations capture and store such information for future reuse.
Economically an application such as ARBAS-IOM and INSPIRE are quite feasible.
The cost to implement such technologies has dropped greatly over the recent years allowing
more people to use distributed applications. The decrease in computer costs, network
hardware costs, and software costs is the reason for this availability of web centric
technologies to more users.
Organizations have always had a problem with keeping track of information flow
and decision making. The company reviews decisions and policies and cannot always
determine who made the decision, why the decision was made, or how the decisions maker
came about making the decision. From an operational standpoint a mechanism to analyze
the decision making process would be beneficial. The only set back is, as designed,
ARBAS-IOM does not allow for anonymity in the discussion as a group decision support
system would. Anonymous discussions would allow for more honest input from the users.
Since this is not designed to be a GDSS it is not a major issue. Changes in the design could
be made if there was such a requirement, but that would add to the complexity of the
application.
A feasibility study should be conducted in each organization prior to
implementation of any application. This will aid the organization in defining the costs for




A decision making process, like any other activity, has its own attributes,
including effort, time, commitment and cost. A rational decision-maker will
not embark on a process without the expectation that the results will
outweigh expenditures. This is a key issue and all too often ignored in
decision analysis although postulated a long time ago by Simon ( 1 960) and
others. (Kersten, 1996)
Negotiation Support Systems (NSS) like ARBAS-IOM generally are not found as off the
shelf systems since this is a relatively a new application. These systems come in various
styles. INSPIRE, INSS, and Answer Garden are examples of systems that are being
developed for negotiations. Each system has different uses, with the common thread of
negotiation, decision making, and storing the information gained through the decision
making process. No specific cost for the INSPIRE or INSS applications could be found
from Internet. Depending on complexity the cost of developing a system in house could be
cheaper than an off the shelf application. ARBAS-IOM was a relatively inexpensive
system to develop. Discussion of the actual application will follow Chapter IV.
The application was developed to use web technologies to conduct decision making
on an Intel based machine. The costs for development can be broken down into fixed and
variable costs. Some of the fixed costs are the hardware and the software with which the
application was developed. The development of the application was conducted on an Intel
Pentium based machine that cost approximately $2500.00. The software used in the
development of ARBAS-IOM was Allaire's Cold Fusion 3.0 a CGI middleware
replacement for database/browser interaction. Netscape Communicator 4.03 was used for
testing and viewing the application. Microsoft Access97 was the ODBC compliant
database used for storing the organizational memory. Hot Dog a web page development tool
was used to develop the actual web site. A web server was also needed to stage the web
site. O'Reilly's Website Pro 1.0 was chosen as the web server. The cost for the software is
approximately $1500.00. Labor, a variable cost, was the most expensive portion of the
project. The application prototype was developed in approximately 200 person hours. This
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figure covers all of the life cycle up to testing, implementation, and maintenance. The
development labor cost would be approximately $12,000.00. This cost would be
significantly higher if the project was taken to completion, beyond just a prototype. Each
organization that wanted the application would have different requirements and design
specs above the basic core application. These requirements and specifications would change
the variable costs of the application. Due to the uncertainty of the changes it would be
difficult to estimate the total labor costs. The approximate cost for in house development is
$16,000.00. This cost only provides a useable prototype. In other words, an organization
could implement ARBAS-IOM without any modifications in its current design. Designing
a fully customized application, though expensive, is the recommended solution when the
decision making process is relatively unique and there is no system available that lends to
open discussion, decision making, and storage of the process.
To implement the application as is, as company would need to have a network with
a web server, a web browser, and Cold Fusion. Costs for this could range from a few
hundred dollars for the software to many thousands of dollars for hardware and software.
The latter would depend on the size and existence of the network. Training the users
would need to be included in the cost of the system that is implemented. The cost of the
train would vary with the complexity of the application.
3. Web Based Decision Making
The Internet or web based technologies bring a great technology to decision making.
It allows users in an organization who are not geographically close together to discuss
departmental as well as company issues. These discussions turn into a wealth of knowledge
for the decision-maker to make a good decision. Outside reference material is also
accessible if the browser is used on a computer that has access to the Internet. During the
process, any user can query the database to see if this issue has been discussed or a decision
has been made on similar issues. This will aid the user's ability to provide an informed
solution to the decision-maker so he can strong decision.
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The browser also provides a great graphical user interface. The user is guided
through the process with each page. As he answers questions and submits the results the
browser sends him to the appropriate page to continue the process. Browsers are also multi-
platformed. A UNIX machine views HTML with a browser the same way as an Apple
machine does. This allows for greater interoperability between departments and
organizations. The application can be accessed from anywhere the user is as long as he can
access the web server.
Time is also better utilized using web based technologies. Discussions can be held
in near real time. There is no need to send faxes, memos, letters, etc.. Because the input
from other users is so fast, a decision can be made quicker. Since the application can be
accessed from any location, input from users on travel or on vacation can be obtained. The
decision maker does not have to wait for another player to return to complete the process.
The input to the database occurs automatically. Every time a thread and a response are
submitted they are stored in the central repository for future access and review. This save
time also because another person does not have to manually input the data.
There are a few disadvantages to the system. Since the application requires a user to
log-in some one must provide server access. This is a fairly easy problem to overcome
since most networks employ some type of security which allows its users to log-in from
remote locations. For the process to be timely the user must log-in on a regular basis. Like
checking e-mail, the user must log-in to the server to keep abreast of the issues he is
working on. An organizational policy could be established to help this problem. Lastly,
with any busy network, bandwidth and reliability could be an issue. If the network is down
users cannot keep up with their input. This application relies heavily on a dependable




The ARBAS model, introduced in Chapter II, was used as the framework for the
design and development of the Internet Organizational Memory (IOM) application.
ARBAS is an iterative process in that each actor/participant provides feedback to one or
more previous actors/participants for the purpose of negotiation and consensus building







The purpose of this chapter is to describe the process involved in applying the
ARBAS model to the ARBAS-IOM prototype application.
A. ANALYSIS
1. Industry Trends
For the Internet to emerge as a serious application environment, organizations will
need to expand their development toolkits. In many reviews for IS and application
development managers, the central topic of discussion today is middleware, database
development tools, APIs, and deployment tools. There is a strong feeling in the market
place that the traditional legacy enterprise solution providers will be overpowered by the
combination of 4th generation languages, such as VB 5.0 and Java, and middleware
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applications. Particularly since many of the smaller Web technology companies are
developing software significantly faster than mainstay solution providers. This is also
supported by the fact that many of these smaller companies are merging to provide
extended value added services. The real question becomes the nature of data storage, being
the software platform it resides in, and picking the proper format to deliver the information
in a timely and integrated fashion. A large number of organizations are using middleware
to extend their organizational information infrastructure to exterior and interior agencies. It
would seem that middleware technologies provide a robust and economical vehicle to
accomplish this.
2. Determine the Rapid Application Development (RAD) Tools
The concept for the IOM application was unique in the sense that it is able to
integrate the functionality and performance of a client/server based application without the
traditional limiting geographic boundaries. For this reason, web-centric RAD tools were
evaluated based on: ease of use, cost, capability, and the portability of the final product.
3. Determine Application Objectives
The application was designed to support iterative, on-line negotiation and
argumentation. The desired outcomes were to:
•
•
Introduce the actor/participant to the ARBAS-IOM application via hypertext
documents.
Provide the actor/participant with an overview of the capabilities and
functionality of the ARBAS-IOM application.
• Enhance the actor/participants ability to make timely and informed decisions in
a web-centric forum based environment.





The basic foundation of the IOM application was interpolated from the ARBAS
model defined in Chapter II. The goal was to assimilate as much of the model as possible
into a web-centric application. Careful consideration was given to designing interactions
that would not confuse, frustrate or insult the user. Significant considerations were also
given to the interface design of the application, maximizing screen functionality while
minimizing congestion.
2. System Considerations
The following system considerations pertain to the server-side workstation and
application development platforms. The server-side system configuration was difficult to
ascertain as the web-server could provide additional services for much more than the
ARBAS-IOM application. In this case, the web-server doubled as the application
development workstation. To this end the following is considered to be the minimum
configuration:
• Pentium 200 CPU
• Minimum of 900 Mb of free hard disk space
• 64 Mb RAM
• Super VGA video card with monitor capable of displaying 800x600 resolution
• Mouse
In order for an end-user or actor/participant to use the application, the following
minimum system configuration would be needed:
• 486 compatible CPU
• Minimum of 30 Mb free hard disk space
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• 16 Mb RAM
• Super VGA video card with a monitor capable of displaying 640x480 resolution
• Netscape or Internet Explorer Web Browser software
• Access to the Internet
3. Software Considerations
Several development tools for creating Internet based applications were considered.
An authoring tool, web server software, graphics program, database software and
middleware software.
a. Authoring Tool
The authoring tool was used to create the web-centric application templates
as well as the hypertext mark-up documents. The selection of the tool was based on the
following:
• Ease of use
• Whether it provided the required functionality
• Cost
There are so many tools available that it becomes increasingly difficult to
test and evaluate all. The web-centric application templates are text orientated in nature and
do not require substantial WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) functionality.
Developing these templates is akin to writing a program in Perl. A common word
processor program would provide the desired results.
The HTML documents have the advantage of advanced layout and design
capabilities. Significant consideration is given to cost and performance. WYSIWYG
becomes increasingly important the more advanced the application structure becomes.
Many tools provide advanced functionality that can significantly enhance the end-users
satisfaction with the application interaction.
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b. Web Server Software
The web server software selected should provide the basic functionality
required by the application. There is a direct correlation between cost and performance of
the web server software. Traffic analysis and forecasting will ultimately determine how
robust a server is required.
c. Graphics Program
The graphics program should allow for the manipulation of all known
graphic formats. Advanced functionality such as image mapping, transparency, and image
conversion should be important considerations in final product selection. Many of the most
useful programs are available as shareware on the Internet. While these do not always offer
an enterprise solution for all of the graphic requirements, many can be met for little or no
cost. Finely, the program should allow the user to save the end product to any of the
popular file formats.
d. Database Software
The database must be ODBC compliant. This will insure that the
middleware application software can interact with it. In many instances, a relational
database can significantly enhance the performance of the application. Consideration
should be made regarding the following:
• Cost
• Ease of use
• Performance
• The databases ability to interact with other non-proprietary software applications




Most organizations use a database in one form or the other. The primary
purpose of a database is the storage of valuable corporate information. Each department
within the organization may posses an autonomous data base which stores information that
is pertinent to the mission that it pursues. For instance, the sales department may store
information regarding regional sales figures or product specific information. The human
resource department may store information pertaining to employee benefits or performance.
The purpose of Intranet based technologies is to provide a means to view, manipulate and
use that information in a manner that is value added to the organization. Value added
benefits can come in many forms.
• Providing sales representatives valuable information when they are away from
the office.
• Enabling employees to view and change their benefit information on-line.
• Allowing managers to create on-the-fly reports.
• Proving sales reps with up to date product information and real time inventory
levels.
• Provide the capability to better manage large document based information
repositories.
• To unlock the potential of unused information held within organizational
databases in support of identified mission objectives.
There are several ways to query and input data into a database from a web
page and browser. CGI, or Common Gateway Interface, is the most widely utilized
mechanism to support these processes. However, CGI requires the user to be an adept
programmer. There are several companies that have realized the need for products that
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provide the functionality of CGI scripting without having to do it. This kind of software is
commonly referred to as middleware.
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This section provides a basic introduction to middleware software packages.
It describes middleware capabilities and features. Web-centric middleware software can
significantly enhance Web application development, allowing for the creation of dynamic-
page applications and interactive Web sites. Middleware software provides developers a
way to quickly build powerful Web applications that integrate with key server technologies
such as relational databases and SMTP e-mail.
Because many of the middleware software packages are RAD, developers
are not required to learn new programming languages or required to install additional client-
side or browser components. Instead, developers create applications by combining standard
HTML files with CFML (Cold Fusion Markup Language) tags that are easy to understand
and use.




• Online order entry
• Event registration
• Online catalogs, directories, and calendars
• Bulletin board-style conferencing
• On-line technical support
• Internet commerce solutions
In a normal Web site, pages are simple text documents marked with HTML.
The Web server sends out these pages to the user's browser as they are requested. A
middleware Web application begins with the collection of dynamic-page templates instead
of static HTML documents. A template is a simple text file that contains both HTML and
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the Cold Fusion Markup Language (CFML). Instead of being sent directly to the user's
browser, templates are pre-processed by the Cold Fusion Application Middleware Server
which generates an HTML page that is then sent to the user's browser. Figure 6 shows what
happens when a Web browser requests a Cold Fusion Page.
Figure 6. Cold Fusion Application Server
C. DEVELOPMENT
The middleware software is the heart of the IOM application. Allaire's Cold Fusion
3.0 was selected to provide the interaction between the Web pages and the Microsoft
Access '97 database. The Cold Fusion engine allowed the IOM application to insert,
update, delete, and perform advanced queries on the database. Access '97 was selected
because of its ease of use, cost, and ODBC compliance.
1. Decision Support System Application Development
As discussed previously, the IOM application was developed utilizing the ARBAS
model discussed in Chapter II. In order to capture the functionality of the model, significant
consideration was given to the information architecture of the IOM application, as well as,
the personal interaction of the user during each on-line session. Figure 7 illustrates the
conceptual story-board and data flow of the IOM application.
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Each of the boxes in Figure 3.2 represents a coded module in the application. Table
1 describes the basic functionality of each of the ARBAS-IOM code modules depicted in
Figure 7.
The code modules for the IOM application were developed utilizing the Microsoft
Word text editor. In order to provide the web based functionality, both HTML and CFML
programming languages were used. HTML provided the basic web-centric document































Figure 7. ARBAS-IOM Story-Board Application
Cold Fusion 3.0 provided a graphic user interface (GUI) wizard to assist in generating
CFML code. This would constitute the RAD portion of the application development tool.
The wizard provided the ability to query and insert data into an ODBC database. However,
the RAD functionality ended with those basic operations. All additional advanced
functionality required detailed programming in a text editor.
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Table 1. ARBAS-IOM Coded Module Descriptions
Figure Name Function
1 Menu Allows a user to select either User or Admin application functionality's
2.1 User Provides the form for the user to specify last name and password
2.2 Login A script file that validates the users or denies access if incorrect login
attempt
2.3 Main User Screen Displays all current on-line discussions, provides menu for 2.4 - 2.7
functions
2.4 Create New Thread Allows the user to initiate a new threads negotiation or discussion
2.5 View/Respond
Thread
Displays all of the messages that other users have sent, allows user to
respond
2.6 Complete Thread Allows user to complete threaded discussion and document final decision
2.7 Query Database Allows user to query database based on keywords or user last name
2.7.1 Results Displays a concise list of results
2.7.2 Detailed Results Displays a detailed list of results
3.1 Admin Provides the form for the Administrator to specify last name and password
3.2 Login A script file that validates the Administrator or denies access if incorrect
login
3.3 Main Admin Screen Displays all current users, provides menu for 3.4 - 3.5 functions
3.4 Create New User Allows the Administrator to create a new user in the IOM application
3.5 Edit Existing User Allows the Administrator to modify the users database information
The design of the IOM application was directly influenced by the nuances
associated with web application development. The IOM application is required to function
in a static environment, creating many conditional-coding requirements. Each transaction
by the user calls specific modules of code, stored on the web server, to provide the desired
result. The application is required to anticipate what the user will want to do next and
provide that functionality.
2. Database Development
Database design was directly influenced by the ARBAS model in Chapter II and the
web-centric nuances associated with the IOM application. Tables were created to support
the identification and tracking of negotiations/discussions. For the purpose of this
application, each new negotiation/discussion was labeled as a Thread and stored in the
Threads database table. Each new response, from an actor/participant, is labeled as a
Message and stored in the Message database table. Additional fields were created to
support Internet application execution. Examples of these fields would be for Cookies and
time/date stamping.
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The database is not entirely relational, only the Threads and Message tables.
Because of the modified SQL code involved in the CFML programming language, it was
extremely difficult to insure that database integrity was maintained. In order to insure
integrity, table relationships were kept to a minimum.
D. IMPLEMENTATION
The next step was the development of the actual IOM application. The basic goal
was to provide users with a Web based interface that would enhance the
negotiation/discussion process and capture all relevant information for future use. The
design scheme provided the basis for IOM application development in the web-centric
environment. All transactions are completed utilizing Internet based technologies. The
primary advantage of this is the portability of the interface applications. Because they
(documents, applications and database) reside on the web server, a client can be of any
operating system and still interface with the database via TCP/IP and HTTP protocols.
1. Application Implementation
As alluded too earlier, the IOM application is comprised of web pages. These web
pages consist of various different programming languages. HyperText Markup Language
(HTML) was used to present many different types of media to include text and graphics.
NetObjects Fusion was used to build the applications static web pages. This
program provides the capability to design and publish entire web sites vice creating one
page at a time. NetObjects Fusion is a total WYSIWYG development environment. As
text, graphics, or multimedia objects are placed on the screen, they appear in the browser.
Cold Fusion was used to handle the middleware requirement of the application.
Cold Fusion Markup Language (CFML) was used to imbed SQL into the HTML web
pages. The web server processes the CFML as HTML, passing the code to the Cold Fusion
Engine for the interaction with the database. The Cold Fusion Engine also provides
dynamically generated web pages as a result of a user query to the database. CFML
module code was generated in a Microsoft Word text editor.
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E. EVALUATION
The final phase of the SDLC involved the use of a survey instrument to evaluate the
IOM application. The survey was administered via a web page and the data was stored in
an Access '97 database. The purpose of the survey was to measure the user's perception of
the utility of the application and to identify any possible application shortfalls.
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IV. OPERATION OF THE IOM DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
APPLICATION
A. INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of this thesis was to create a web-centric negotiation and
argumentation decision support application. The secondary purpose was to identify and
measure the effectiveness of Internet technologies in support of on-line
negotiation/argumentation. The ARBAS model was chosen to provide the foundation for
the business processes of the IOM application.
This chapter will discuss the IOM application, procedures for accessing and running
the IOM DSS application, and system requirements.
B. INTERNET ORGANIZATIONAL MEMORY APPLICATION
The IOM application consists of twenty-two Cold Fusion Metafiles (.cfm) and an
Access '97 database file (.mdb). Each of the Cold Fusion Metafiles represents a module,
which provide the various functionality's to operate the IOM application. The modules
have the capability of individually interacting with the database file, depending on the
functionality the user is trying to exploit. The modules are maintained in the root directory
of the web application server. From this location, any user can access the IOM application
from a workstation with TCP/IP connectivity and a Web browser.
Figure 8 depicts the modules architecture for the IOM application. Certain module
operations will return the user to the main user screen. The dotted line and arrow illustrate
this. This line is also meant to indicate that the ARBAS-IOM application updates during













Figure 8. ARBAS-IOM Module Architecture
Table 2 describes the basic functionality of each of the ARBAS-IOM code modules
depicted in Figure 8.
C. PROCEDURES FOR ACCESSING AND RUNNING THE IOM DSS
APPLICATION
As discussed earlier, the IOM application uses the latest in Web based technologies.
The application modules are stored in the root directory of the web server. Currently, the
application resides at http//131.120.41.223/Thesis/. Users can access the application by
utilizing any standard Web browser and the URL listed above. For the purpose of the




Table 2. ARBAS-IOM Module Descriptions
Name Function
Index.cfrn Allows a user to select either User or Admin application functionality's
User.cfrn Provides the form for the user to specify last name and password
Authenticate.cfrn A script file that validates the users or denies access if incorrect login attempt
Userqorig.cfrn Displays all current on-line discussions; provides menus to create a new
thread, complete a thread, view a thread, or query the database.
NT.cfrn Allows the user to initiate a new threaded negotiation or discussion. This
module allows the user to specify the participants of the thread and the
subject. Submits data to the database.
Newmess.cfrn Inserts the thread initiators information into the Thread table and obtains new
information about the proposed problem, solution, and view. Submits data to
database.
ThreadZ.cfrn Displays all of the messages that other users have sent, allows user to respond
to these messages. Submits data to database.
Updatestatus.cfrn Allows user to complete threaded discussion and document final decision.
Updatestatus2.cfrn Submits the completed threaded discussion to the database.
Qom.cfrn Allows user to query database based on keywords or user last name
Results.cfrn Displays a concise list of results based on search criteria.
Detail.cfrn Displays a detailed list of results based on search criteria.
Admin.cfrn Provides the form for the Administrator to specify last name and password
Authenticate2.cfrn A script file that validates the Administrator or denies access if incorrect login
Admin main.cfrn Displays all current users, provides menu to add or edit user profiles
Displayuser.cfrn Allows the Administrator to modify the users database information
New.cfrn Allows the Administrator to create a new user in the IOM application
Insertuser.cfrn Inserts the new user into the database.
Once the user has reached the indicated URL, they can choose whether to login as a
normal user or login and perform administrator functions. The following section contains
screen shots and explanations for each of the applications coded modules. In these
particular screen shots the user, wright, goes through the process of adding a user, creating a
new negotiation, responding to a discussion, completing a negotiation, and querying the
database for information.
Figure 9 is the main screen for the ARBAS-IOM application. This screen allows
the user to either login into the system as an administrator or regular user. The
Administrator login allows the user to add new users or modify existing users in the
database. The User login allows the user utilize the on-line negotiation and argumentation
software.
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User Win Administrator l.ci«iTi
Figure 9. Main Application Menu Screen (Index.cfm)
From this screen (Figure 10), the user enters their user name and password, then
selecting the "Logon" button. The module calls the Authentication.cfm, which will ensure
that the user is authorized to perform administrative functions. If the user either incorrectly
performs the login or is an unauthorized user, the system will display and error message.
The user will be return to this screen with the opportunity to retry the login procedure as
depicted in Figure 1 0.
Please Login







ante and 'pziTY&rd' x; the
Figure 10. Administrator Login Screen (Admin.cfm)
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The user was not validated in Figure 1 1 and must try and login to the application
again.
Sony, but could iiol validate your Utcnianir and rajanprerd. P leu**- by again.
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Figure 11. Administrator Login Screen ( Admin.dm
)
From the main system administrator screen (Figure 12), the user can select to edit or
add new users into the database. The users that appear in the menu box are queried from
the database and inserted into the form field. This is one of the many dynamically
generated web-centric fields, which significantly reduce the maintenance of web pages as
they related to changes that happen in a more or less consistent manner. Dynamically
generated information also insures that the administrator is always looking at the most
current list of users.
The Displayuser module executes two functions. The first action is to query the
database based on the user selected in the Adminmain module and insert the results of that
query into the form seen in Figure 13. The second action is to re-insert the updated user's
information into the database. This process is not as simple as it looks. The application is
required to update the record in the database, not create a new instance. Once the
Administrator has modified the users information and selects "Update Record", the data is
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Figure 13. Edit User Screen (Displayuser.cfm)
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This module (Figure 14) application allows the Administrator to create and insert
new users into the database. Once the Administrator has "Submitted" the information, a
new instance of the user is created in the database. From this point on, the user will be able
to participate as an active member in negotiation and discussion.
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Figure 14. Create New User Screen (New.cfm)
validates the users name and password. If the user is an authorized, then they will be
allowed to enter the main user menu for the IOM application.
The main user menu, Figure 1 6 is a screen-shot demonstrating a sample user screen.
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Figure 15. User Login Screen (User.cfm)
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From this menu the user can execute various functions within the IOM application. The
Userqorig module personalizes the application for each user based on login name. Each
user is welcomed with their first name. The module also queries the database, searching for
any open negotiations or discussions that the user might be involved in. A user can be
designated to participate in a thread in two ways. The first way, the user was identified by
another user as an active participant in a discussion, as seen in Figure 16, "Serving from
NT". Secondly, a user can initiate a threaded discussion, such as, "Is Organizational
Memory Useful". In this case, the user created the thread, so a "Complete" tag is displayed
next to the thread name. If the user were to "click" on the image, they would be allowed to
complete a form that would end the threaded negotiation/discussion. The module checks
the database, only displaying the threads for this user.
If the user selects one of the threads under the caption "Thread Name", they will be
taken to the module which displays the messages from others users that are concurrently
I
Welcome Carl.
The threads below have been either generated by you or others have identified you as a
participant in an on-line discnssicn. If you aenerared a threaded discussion, a skn'J will
be displayed in the "Completed" field of the table. When you have completed a
discussion, simply select the skull image and complete the subsequent form.
CanjdeteJ Thread N xme MniHH Last Memjf
wi-.i-i"JT3 Ts Drcanirprtrral Mi mnry Useful 1 0R:2S AM, lft-Oct-97
Strvin^ from NT 5 09:57 AM, 08-Ott-«7
Crow* Scot Tbrud Q»m x>«»krii«»l Mctkot Homo
Ooit*i r-a; Oigumtoi*! Ccm^ung
-,'ZJ *,'„Vi!*VW
Figure 16. User Main Screen (User_qorig.cfm)
participating in the discussion. The user is also given the opportunity to respond to any of
the messages in the thread. All responses are stored in the database.
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At the navigational bar, the user is allowed to create new threaded discussions,
query the database for information, or go back to the main menu screen, Figure 9.
Figure 17 is a screen shot of the Create New Thread module. The thread initiator's
name (the user), is stored as a Cookie throughout the session of the application. Thus, the
user is not required to re-enter their personal information for every transaction. In this
module the user/initiator is allowed to indicate the subject of the thread and the participants.
The participant selection boxes are automatically updated from the database so that they
contain the most current users available for on-line discussions. Once the user has filled out
the mandatory fields, the information is inserted into the database, creating a new instance
nscnxs iUflc-d (jrys ivl&umil Iktaory
Create a New Thread
Name. Wright
Suhjrii ol Thread: |
Participant One: Oareli Gregg 3
Participant Twr>: Tuiq 3u
pMtirljinm Ihr*?: BaSHHBBH]
Greece tttma w«J Cornposa aHw vcssjxm
Figure 17. Create New Thread Screen (NT.cfm)
of a thread. This will also update the other users profiles, insuring that when they login to
the system they are included in the threaded discussion.
The screen in Figure 18 allows the user to define the problem and suggest a
proposed solution. The user also identifies their view type. This information is submitted
into the database and is related to the thread.
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Figure 18. Create New Thread Part 2 (Newmess.cfm)
The screen in Figure 19 displays the messages associated with the threaded
negotiation/discussion. Users are allowed to view all of the information other users have
input and able to make informed responses. Any information in the "Reply to Thread" form
is inserted into the database and associated with the initial thread.
The screen in Figure 20 allows the initiator of a threaded discussion to close the
thread. The user is required to indicate what the final decision is and the justification
behind that decision. This information is inserted into the database. This module will also
update the other user's profiles so that this instance of a threaded discussion will not appear
on their main user menu.
ARBAS-IOM offers robust Query capability. The module in Figure 21 provides the
user the ability to query historical threads based on keywords, user last names, or a
combination of both. If the fields are left blank, the application will return every instance of
a threaded discussion in the database.
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Figure 19. View/Respond Thread (Thread2.cfm)
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Figure 20. Complete Thread (Updatestatus.cfm)
SEMCHFORM
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Figure 21. Query IOM Database (Qom.cfm)
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The results of the user query are displayed in a table as seen in Figure 22. The
search returns each instance of a record that matches the users search criteria. Each of the
records above are linked to a detailed web page that will provide all the information in the
database with regard to that instance.
The result of the users detailed query is also displayed in a table format (Figure 23).
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Figure 22. Results of the Query (Results.cfm)
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Figure 23. Detailed Query (detail.cfm)
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V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A. SUMMARY
The purpose of this thesis was to explore the feasibility and development of using
various web centric technologies to provide access to corporate knowledge which enhances
the decision making process. Current trends in web and network technologies allow
applications like ARBAS-IOM to be developed and effectively utilized in the decision
making process. This research supports the idea of using the Internet, an Intranet, or an
Extranet as a viable means to provide a distributed medium to create and store
organizational memory. The only requirements for the organization to use this application
are networked computers with access to a web browser like Netscape Navigator.
The only limiting factor for this application is storage space on the computer that
holds the database. As problems are realized and threads are generated the database will fill
rapidly. A possible remedy would be limiting the length of the threads or the number of
responses per problem. Another possibility would establish a dedicated server and storage
device for the application. As long as the network does not become too crowded,
bandwidth will not be an issue. There are no graphics in the current application therefore
bandwidth use is maximized.
The basic systems development life cycle, SDLC, was not used during the
development of the ARBAS-IOM application. Instead of the six basic steps of the SDLC
(Problem recognition/definition, Feasibility study, Analysis, Design, Implementation,
Testing, and Maintenance), prototyping was used. Prototyping has four basics steps in the
development of an application. The four steps are:
• Identify the user's basic requirements,
• Develop an initial prototype,
• Use the prototype,
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• Revise and enhance the prototype.
The development cycle ofARBAS-IOM deviated slightly in the sense that multiple
prototypes were not developed. Changes were made in the application to improve the
interface, but the functionality was not changed. As is, the application can be implemented
in an organization wishing to track their decision making process. The following list
provides an estimate of the percentage of time spent in each phase of the prototyping
method.
• Identification of user
1
s requirements 10%
• Development of initial prototype 60%
• Use of the prototype 20%
• Prototype revision 10%
B. LESSONS LEARNED
The tools available today used to create web based negotiation systems provide
solid and easy to use resources. As inexperienced developers of this type of applications,
the software used to build ARBAS-IOM were relatively intuitive and well supported by the
tool's documentation and on-line support. There were also a number of good "How-to"
books available by professional users and developers of then tools. Some prior knowledge
of browser technologies, database development, and programming the Cold Fusion
metafiles helped to speed up the development, but was not required. We recommend a
computer with at least 32 MB RAM, a state of the art CPU, and enough storage space to
hold the development software, the database, and the application help decrease development
time also.
The greatest challenge to development process was learning detailed SQL and
middleware coding. Learning the Cold Fusion language took some time away from the
development process, but as with any language continued use increases proficiency.
Learning the technology that the application is being built with prior to the beginning of the
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project will decrease the actual development time significantly. The prior knowledge
mentioned above helped but a steep learning curve was still evident.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Before future development, alternate design tools should be considered. As
technology changes and software becomes more "point-and-click" the development of such
an application can be made easier. Web site development tools are becoming more
integrated with database interfaces as the need to store and retrieve data increases in
demand.
Storage media needs consideration since the database associated with such an
application can become extremely large. Optical media, DAT tape devices, and other high
performance storage devices can be considered during the development process.
Future development and integration with other essential business process and
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